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 The reader will quickly realize how Taylor and her family learned to balance the need of her
continuous procedures with the need on her behalf to be a child and live as normally as feasible. It
will empower you, regardless of what your circumstance, to take control of your personal destiny.
This book acts in equal portions as an inspiring tale of the power of love and dedication, and a
cautionary tale of the necessity for parents and all caregivers to end up being their own advocates.
Most of us will become touched by cancer in some way during our lifetimes.In Paint Your Hair Blue,
Sue Matthews takes you through the heartwarming tale of heroic courage and devastating blows
that characterized her child Taylor's odyssey through the underfunded world of pediatric cancer.
You will collect dozens of tips and ideas, gleaned by trial and error, about navigating the maze of
pediatric oncology through the zoom lens of a layperson and better understand how to encounter
fears with power, fortitude and confidence while living life to the fullest. Sue and her sister Andrea
can make you a better warrior in the war on cancer with this story of survival, where like
transcends all and where every second is a special event of life.
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A Must Read--This is a Reserve You Will Cherish Very rarely do I read a book which has as
profound an impact on me as that one did. I started Paint Your Hair Blue in the evening and couldn't
quit reading before next morning hours when I finished the very last web page. It provides it
all--compelling characters, a true story that bears informing, heartbreak, joy, laughter, tears and
what the power of love can do. I was influenced to try to follow the example of those in the reserve
who made themselves appearance from the hell that exists on earth but instead to try to go
through the joys of life and not neglect the love and great that is there.Taylor, the daughter of the
writer (and niece of the co-author) was a feisty, youthful lady whose spirit mandated that she fight
both her cancer also to get even more out of her existence than you might think possible
considering the state of her health. Ad a parent who also lost a child to tumor the void won't be
replaced, however as long as we breath we will speak their name. Bob (her dad and mom) who
refused to give up and took on the medical establishment not merely searching out treatments but
making sure that Taylor and her loved ones could share and enjoy the joys of vacations, birthdays,
parties, journeys, adventures and even more. Although the malignancy finally won, Taylor managed
to beat the odds and live years longer than anticipated/ And I mean LIVE not only exist with the
condition stealing all the good stuff in lifestyle, because live she do.!As the subject--just even the term
cancer--makes the majority of us shudder--this publication is a love tale between an unforgettable
girl and her parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, friends and even a boyfriend. It is inspiring how most of
these helped Taylor (whose motto was "Lifestyle sucks--wear a helmet!")squeeze every ounce of
joy, happiness, adventure and even more regardless of the cards she was dealt. You will cry and
cheer for Taylor and Sue with each change of the page! It was originally known as Tay-Bandz
because Taylor was making headbands to sell to greatly help raise cash. The book is also a
wonderful how to for those who need to navigate the medical program. It touched me in ways I
under no circumstances thought a tale could. A Story Worth Reading This book is so well-written
from starting to end as Taylor's family goes on a journey of heartache, joy, surprise, and everything
among. What an amazing tale of parents’ fierce love for their kid, showing everyone they might do
nothing short of miracles to keep her alive. A story that heals from within to within. A really inspiring
story approximately the life of a young woman who lost her battle to cancer, but by no means
stopped fighting to live her existence to the fullest. Not merely did they perform everything easy for
their daughter, in addition they continue to look for more treatments and ideally a cure for cancer.
There is absolutely no greater love when compared to a mother who can share her child’s story
with the world. How a father under no circumstances took no for an answer and did everything
feasible to advocate on his daughter's behalf until the end of her fight.. At an important hi-tech new
lab at Columbia University there exists a silver plaque that says "Funding for Research made
possible by Taylor Matthews". God bless Taylor Matthews and I'm sure you are so pleased with the
stunning words your mother has written to honor your daily life and now your legacy.. Right from
the start of the reserve, you can tell that is an extremely special family. Throughout the story you
are able to get a real insight in to the amazing and courageous female that Taylor Matthews was.
This is a heartfelt and honest tale about one family's courageous battle -- the nice and the poor, the
big and the tiny. If you want honesty, crying through laughter and the strength that may come from
love you need to read this book!... Paint Your Hair Blue can be an amazing tale of the discomfort
and center ache of living with a child with malignancy, but also the power of love and recovery. Sue
and her husband ensured that their daughter Taylor's life was lived to the fullest, no real matter
what the medical professionals told her she could or cannot do. Soon after this determined,
occasionally mischievous young lady was diagnosed, she in fact founded a charity to raise
awareness and fund study for pediatric malignancy. Thier power, courage, wit, and perseverance



to not simply survive but live will inspire anyone who reads this book. A must read! During the
course of this well written true tale, the authors offer all the above in addition to excellent hard-won
suggestions for those dealing with pediatric cancer or actually any devastating disease.! The even
more you shared the more you heal... It was a love story of a powerful bond between a mother
and daughter. There will never be a period at its end " A truly inspiring story! Writing heals. Tales
heal. This tale will empower your soul and warm your center. This spirit and determination was
heroically supported by Sue & Beautiful life beautiful family I am an avid reader and rarely take time
to write a review.I strongly suggest this book. Someone who is certainly an advocate for anybody
or anything would benefit from reading this story. Paint Your Hair Blue can be an amazing tale of
the pain and center ache of living . An incredible and heartfelt story of strength, dread, courage and
love. Color Your Hair Blue will immediately attract as you feel closely acquainted with this special
family that showed resiliency at every twist and change. While the topic may be somber, you will
laugh and cry as you read about the strength of this young young lady who never gave up living
and loving life when confronted with fighting cancer. A touching MUST READ A beautifully written
and heartfelt love story and a true celebration of existence and hope! I recommend this publication
as a "feed good" read, as it will provide you with the motivation to fully live life and think outside the
box. A TALE of Love I was hooked following the first web page. This family is so special on
therefore many levels. I cried, I laughed and felt all the emotions as impactfully compiled by her
mother. The caring demonstrated by parents and siblings was amazing. The organization, now
referred to as the Taylor Matthews Base, is operate by her mom, Sue Matthews, and is continuing
to grow considerably to where it is responsible for funding leading edge cancer research. Paint Your
Locks Blue reminds you to see the great and live life to the fullest. Excellent Book This is an
incredible story about a mother and daughter's struggle with cancer. An amazing love story
between Mom and child. It really is truly an vision opener with the struggles endured over 4 years.
Heartfelt and powerful Taylor and Susan Matthews are inspirations."Her tale continues.. This book
deserved one and some! Terms can’t sum this publication up. Like the various other reviewers I
finished it within a matter of days. While Taylor’s Existence was too short she had an incredible
world of family and friends. The love she provided and received produced this book right into a love
tale of these she shared her life with. Truly incredible! A true love story! I can not believe how much
power this family members has. An amazing story! The tremendous like and perseverance this
family members showed to maintain their child alive when Doctors stated no, will give you inspiration
and great hope.Since that is already too long and I have no idea how to close, I will quote the
book's ending. The tremendous love and perseverance this family showed to keep their child . A
glimpse into their fight to save their daughter Wow! A mothers love is a powerful thing. Both heart-
wrenching and inspirational, Paint Your Hair Blue that is a must read for every family.
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